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Tamhankar [2] showed that, under suitable conditions, if X, ,..., X, are 
independent random variables, then they are normally distributed with zero 
means and equal variances if and only if R is independent of (8, ,..., 8,-,), R and 
8 1 I..., 8,_1 being the corresponding spherical coordinates. It is shown below 
that if (X, ,..., X8) and (X8+, ,..., X,) are two independent random vectors 
having a continuous joint density function which is nonzero, then .X, ,..., X,, 
are independent and normally distributed with zero means and equal variances 
if and only if for some integer I E {l,..., n - l}, (R, 8, ,..., 8,-,) and (8, ,..., @,-,) 
are independent. 
Let X = (X1 ,..., X,) be an absolutely continuous random vector with 
a continuous and positive density function p(xl ,..., x,) defined on 92”. In 
particular 
P(b., 0) = A > 0. (1) 
For r 3 0, 0 < 8, < 27r, -m/2 < 8, < 77/2 (K = 2 ,..., n - l), let 
!7(y, 4 ,***3 0,_,) be the joint density of the spherical coordinates R, 0, ,..., On-, . 
We note that 
x1 = r cos Iv, cos 02 *-. cos on-, cos &-I , 
x2 = r sin ~9~ cos 0, *a. cos 8,-, cos O,-, , 
XQ = r sin 19~ .*a cos tin-s cos on-, ) (2) 
X n-1 = r sin Bnb2 cos enpI , 
x, = r sin 8,-, , 
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and that the Jacobian of the transformation mapping the spherical into rectangular 
coordinates is given by 
J = +1 9**.9 %a> 
qr, e, ,.a., en-,> = 
y--l cos e2 COG e3 ‘** co?? enel . (3) 
We assume that q(r, 8, ,..., 0,-,)/I J 1 is well defined and continuous, so that 
we may write 
P(Xl ,-*-s x41 J I = ~(5 4 ,..., kd (4) 
We first prove the following simple result: 
THEOREM 1. If XI ,..., X,, are independent random variables, distributed 
normally with zero means and equal variances, then the spherical coordinates R, 
8 1 ,-*-, O,-, are mutually independent. 
Proof. (4) immediately yields 
q(r, 4 ,..., en-,) = P(X, ,-., 4 I J I 
= (&y e-r2~202 m-l cos e2 ~0~2 t13 ... COS-2 e,-, 
for all xk E W, r and all 0, as in (1). Thus we see that q is a product of n functions, 
each of which is a density of one of the random variables R, 0, ,..., 0,~, . 
Our main result is, in a sense, a converse of Theorem 1. We state it in the 
form of 
THEOREM 2. Let the random vector X = (XI ,..., XJ be absolutely continuous 
and have a continuous and positive density functionp(x, ,..., x,), xk E R, k = l,,.., n. 
Assume further, that for some integer s, 1 < s < n, (XI ,..., X,) and (X,,, ,..., X,,) 
are independent. If there exists an integer 1 E { I,..., n - l} such that the two vectors 
(R, 0, s..., %,) and (0, ,..., 0,-J are independent, then all the random variables 
X 1 ,..., X,, are mutually independent and distributed normally with zero means and 
equal variances. 
Proof. For xk EL@‘, k = l,..., n, let pr(xr ,..., x,) and p,(x,+, ,..., x,) be the 
marginal distributions of the random vectors (XI ,..., X,) and (X,,, ,.,., X,) 
respectively. Since these are independent, we may write 
683/1/3-3 
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Thus ~(0 ,..., 0, xsfl ,..., x,) = pr(O ,..., O)p,(x,+, ,..., 3,). Since p is continuous, 
we may let x$+1 ,..., x, tend to zero and note that by (I) 
P,(%., 0) f 0, (6) 
and similarly 
P&b., 0) f- 0. (6’) 
Now, for Y, 0r ,..., 0,-r as in (2), let qr(r, 8, ,..., 0,-r) and ~~(0~ ,..., e,+,) be the 
marginal distributions of the random vectors (R, 0, ,..., &,) and (Or ,..., 0,-r) 
respectively. We assume that 2 has been chosen, in accordance with the hypothesis 
of the theorem, so that these vectors are independent, hence 
4~5 4 ,..., 4-d = a 4 ,..., ez-l)42(4 ,..., 4+,). (7) 
Then by (3)-(5) and (7) 
P&l ,..-, 4 P&s+1 >...Y 4 
zzz 
~~(6 f4 ,..., old q2(ez ,..., en-,) 
Y+-l C~S e, ... cosl-2 ezM1 cosz-l e 1-S ~~~n-2 e 1 n1 _ 
where 
= g,(y, 4 ,..., e,-,) w, ,..., fu, (8) 
and 
g,(y, 4 ,..., 
(9 
Letting r tend to 0 in (8), we obtain, in view of (2): 
P,(o,...~ O)P,(O ,..., 0) = g,(o, 4 ,..., fuws ,..., 4-d. (10) 
The inequalities (6) and (6’) now allow us to define 
and 
Pl(Xl ,..*, 4 = P&l >..*9 %I 
p,(O,..., 0) 
and to divide corresponding sides of (8) by (10). By (11) we then obtain 
p71(Xl ,***> x,)p2(x,+1 ,..., 4 = g,b 4 ,..., 4-d, 
(11) 
(12) 
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where 
&(Y, 4 ,***> &-1) 
g2(r, 4 P”.) 4-l) = gl((), 0, ,...) #g-1) * (13) 
Since g, does not depend on t&-i , we may let 1 en-i ) = nj2. Then, because 
of (3, 
x1 = x2 = *.. = xnel = 0, and xn = 1 x, 1 = I, 
and since by (ll), ~~(0,..., 0) = 1, (12) becomes 
g)2(0 ,.‘., 0, y> = g,(y, 4 ,-**, kl). (14) 
But again (2) shows that x, does not depend on 8, ,..., 61-I , and so g, cannot 
depend on these variables either. Thus we may define 
kw = g2(r, 4 ,..., b) for all r > 0. (15) 
Thus (12) becomes 
Pl(% ,*-., 4 92c%+1 >**., x72) = g&) = ‘&Xl2 + *-* + %a”). (16) 
Letting first x1 ,..., x,--t 0 and then x,+r ,..., x, -+ 0 and recalling that by 
(ll), ~~(0 ,..., 0) = ~~(0 ,..., 0) = 1, we obtain 
Now let 
and 
y1 = Xl2 + *** + x,2, 
(18) 
y2 = xf,, + - * - + xn2, 
and use (18), (17) and (15) to rewrite (12) as 
~2wzl &bm = &ahP-zl. 
If we now define 
g,(y) = &(a for all y > 0, 
we get the well-known Cauchy equation 
&(Y, + Y2) = ‘h(YlkdY2), 
(1% 
(20) 
(21) 
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the solution of which [I, p. 381 is in view of the fact that the continuity of p 
guarantees the continuity of g, , given by 
g4(t) = & for some constant a: and all t E .%. (22) 
Thus we may write 
gg(t) = eat2 for all t 3 0. (23) 
This means that in view of (16) and (5) 
p(x1 >a.., XJ = fi A,P”Z, 
k=l 
(24) 
where J&A, = A = p(0 ,..., 0). (24) s ows h that the random variables 
X 1 ,..,, X, are independent. Sincep is a probability density function, a~ is negative, 
say 01 = -1/2u2, and since 
Ake-U1202)x~,a 
is the probability density function of the random variable X, , A, = l/01/211 
for k = l,..., n. Thus the Xk’s are independent, and normally distributed with 
zero means and equal variances. 
We can now prove the following interesting 
COROLLARY. For some integer s, 1 < s < n, let the random vectors 
(Xl ,..., X,) and (X8+, ,..., X,) be independent. Then if there exists an integer 
ZE{l,..., n - I> such that (R, 0, ,..., 0,-J and (0, ,..., 0,~,) are independent, 
then the random variables R, 0, ,..., O,-, are mutually independent. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, X1 ,..., X, are independent and distributed normally 
with zero means and equal variances. The required result now follows from 
Theorem 1. 
Remark. The subscripts {l,..., n - 1) on the 0,‘s may not be freely 
permutated, as the following simple example demonstrates. 
Let X, , X2 and X, be independent, let X1 and .X, be normally distributed 
with zero means and variances I?, and let Xs be absolutely continuous with a 
continuous density function f3(x3) satisfyingfs(0) > 0. 
In this case, since 1 = y2 cos 0, , 
dr, 4 > 02) = & r2 cos O2 e-T2cosag*~202f3(r sin 0,). 
Thus we see that (R, 8,) and 0, are independent random variables, even 
though X, is not normally distributed and (R, @,) and (5~~ are not independent. 
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